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Posted 25 March 2024



The Access Group appoints first President, Americas



Read more
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Posted 31st January 2024



Access Hospitality announces acquisition of leading Wi-Fi provider Wireless Social



Read more
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Posted 23rd January 2024



The Access Group makes new appointments to lead on customer experience, people and sustainability



Read more
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Posted 15th January 2024



Hundreds of new jobs created by Access with the opening of new global operations centre in Romania



Read more
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Posted 14 November 2023



The access group celebrates a hat-trick of award wins



Read more
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Posted 17 August 2023



The Access Group extends its health and social care proposition in the provision of technology enabled care through the acquisition of Oysta



Read more
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Are you looking for Adam HTT?



Access Adam Care Commissioning software is a commissioning software solution for all public bodies.

Our commissioning software helps ensure your local authority consistently only works with 100% fully complaint providers when commissioning healthcare, social care, ICS, transport and housing  Discover our solutions for both ICSs and procurement today.
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How can we help?
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Existing customer? 


Welcome to Access. From here, you can:

	Visit the Access Knowledge base >
	Access Support Helpdesk >
	Become an approved provider >
	Contact us >
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Looking for Commissioning and Procurement software?


Access Adam Care Commissioning supports the Public Sector with market-leading digital solutions to support procurement management and improve the quality of services through compliance-led technology.




Explore our solutions
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Download our Access Adam Brochure to learn how our solution can help you deliver better care



Download Now
















Our commissioning and management platform




We provide Local Authorities and NHS organisations with a secure platform to support the commissioning and management of complex services, putting people at the heart of the process. Our end-to-end solutions give control back to staff, enabling them to efficiently respond to service requests and better adapt to future growth. Customers who partner with us save time, improve quality and reduce costs in their service areas, while building better relationships with local providers. We help them by: 

	Giving full visibility of the provider marketplace.
	Aligning processes, allowing for a quicker response to service requests.
	Automating compliance for greater quality of care and service.
	Providing accurate reporting and billing to improve cash flow and future forecasting.
	Giving the scalability to grow within a single, secure and trusted location.
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Explore our Solutions











Healthcare



Our solution is designed to manage the full end-to-end process for CHC and community care service commissioning. Manage your workflow in a single platform to improve the efficiency and accuracy of provider placement while maintaining full visibility of the marketplace for improved quality of care and faster placement. Integration with SPINE and inbuilt reporting tools aids collaboration and management of workload across multiple departments, giving you confidence in the data received. Finally, our brokerage solution ensures all providers are compliant and meets any additional requirements your patients need, ensuring quality of care.




Find out more about Healthcare Commissioning










Social care



Our digital solution supports local authorities to achieve greater performance and improve the quality of local social care services. Streamline processes quickly and efficiently, allowing you to respond faster to urgent care placements. With automated regulatory compliance built into the system, you can be reassured that each provider meets the individual’s requirements, creating a fair and high quality marketplace. Start growing your provider market today.




Find out more about Social Care Commissioning










Transport Commissioning System



Reduce costs and deliver efficiencies for your transport team, while reducing the admin burden for all users of the system. Gain full visibility of all active routes and ensure any SEN requirements are met for improved wellbeing at an individual level. Full transparency and access to the marketplace gives you back control over your transport requirements.




Find out more about Transport Commissioning System










Housing Commissioning System



We offer the only Temporary Accommodation end-to-end solution, which manages your entire workflow in a single place; from provider onboarding, property management, contracting to invoicing and payment. Our live tracking and availability tools allow you to make compliant placements efficiently and improve the overall quality of local providers. Discover how our solution is engaging both temporary and private housing for long term stability, and improving quality of placements for families and individuals.




Find out more about Housing Management System










Procurement 



Our solution facilitates the commissioning of services for the public sector, including from an existing supply chain or a new procurement contract. We can help find the provider you need, ensuring full compliance and quality, whether you are completing a construction project, landscaping requirements or require a local provider, we’re here to help.




Find out more about Procurement Systems
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Find out how organisations are using Access Adam Care Commissioning solutions to deliver improved quality of care



Book demo



























Frequently asked questions









Who are Adam HTT and when were they acquired by the access group?


Are the Adam HTT products still supported?


Does Adam HTT integrate with any other Access products?


Does Adam HTT integrate with any third party software?






Who are Adam HTT and when were they acquired by the access group?


Adam HTT began as a technology company in 2014, aiming to support public sector bodies with their procurement provision software. Working closely with Local Authorities and NHS trusts, Adam developed their solution to directly tackle challenges faced by commissioning and procurement officers within the care sector, ensuring that the individual using these services remained the key focus.

Adam are proud to have supported hundreds of thousands of individuals in receiving care via the Adam system and are looking forward to providing an even bigger impact as part of the Access Group.

Adam HTT was acquired by the Access Group in October 2021 and now operates as part of Access Health, Support and Care – Access Adam Care Commissioning.

Get in touch with our team today and discover the full range of Access Health, Support and Care products.








Are the Adam HTT products still supported?


Yes, all Adam HTT products are still supported by our in-house teams. You may see a change in branding to match the Access Group. Find out more about our solutions here:
Healthcare, Social Care, ICS, Transport, Housing, Procurement.








Does Adam HTT integrate with any other Access products?


As part of the Access Health, Support and Care Division (HSC), we join a range of products, working together to provide a scalable and enhanced service for Local Authorities, NHS organisations and care facilities across the UK. Our combined in-house expertise ensures we can continue to support the public sector's commissioning challenges, to bring continued growth across the sectors and improve the quality of care for individuals. Discover our full range of services here.








Does Adam HTT integrate with any third party software?


We work with each client to ensure your integration requirements are met. Our software links with external sources such as SPINE, and creates automated reports that can be shared with the appropriate contacts – great for ICSs to share data locally and nationally.

As part of Access, we are working to integrate our products with the full range of Access Health, Support and Care services. Get in touch today to discover how we integrate and streamline processes in order to achieve your overarching goals.















The Access adam partner network

Supporting Access Adam in facilitating Good Government across our sectors.
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Latest updates from Access Health, Support and Care blog



Read our latest Access Adam Care Commissioning blog posts:
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How are procurement technology companies helping to improve community health and wellbeing?


Improving the health and wellbeing in local communities has been a huge focus for the government and local authorities for a long time with procurement technology companies, such as adam, helping to support these goals – a healthier society leads to happier people and a positive future.
 


Read more
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YPO commissioning solutions: The adam partnership


YPO, owned by 13 local authorities, supplies products and services to the public sector including councils, schools, charities, care homes, emergency services and more. Its aim is to provide trusted suppliers who understand the challenges faced in the public sector and provide high quality, cost-effective services.

 
 


Read more
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Milton Keynes Council will be using the digital adam Housing solution to benefit all homeless households and streamline processes


We are pleased to announce that Milton Keynes Council will be using the digital adam Housing solution to drive efficiencies in their housing processes.
 


Read more
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See the software so many organisations use to deliver the highest quality care



Book demo

















Access Health and Support Suite: Software to support quality care


Whether you’re a commissioner, local authority, health organisation or delivering care services, our Access Health and Support Suite has a solution for you.

We support a range of services, working together to provide a scalable and enhanced service for Local Authorities, NHS organisations and care facilities across the UK. Our combined in-house expertise ensures we can continue to support the public sector's challenges, to bring continued growth and improve the quality of care for individuals.

Completely secure: With multi-level access control, and ISO 27001 security and Information Governance Standards compliant, we make sure only the right people can access the information they need.

Discover our full range of services today.
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Social care case management software
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Electronic patient record (EPR) system
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Social prescribing software
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Bed management software
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Patient case management software
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Patient management system
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